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We are bombarded with technology-focused buzzwords every day. We hear the words but don’t always 
know exactly what they mean or how they may impact us. It may easy to relate to these words in our 
daily lives but how do they impact us at work within the rail industry? 

 
Figure 1 – Technology buzzwords of 2020 

This arRcle will dive into the historical impact of technology advancements throughout the ages, how 
technology is being used today within the rail industry, and explore what the future may hold. 

Technological RevoluRons Throughout History 
There have been three major revoluRons in world history based on the invenRon and applicaRon of key 
ideas. According to Klaus Schwab, founder and execuRve chairman of the World Economic Forum, the 
InternaRonal OrganizaRon for Public-Private CooperaRon, a revoluRon can be described as the 
appearance of “new technologies and novel ways of perceiving the world [that] trigger a profound 
change in economic and social structures” (Trailhead 2020). 

These key ideas were steam, science and mass producRon, and digital technology. The steam age shi_ed 
culture from being largely agrarian to much more urbanized and industrial. The age of science and mass 
producRon brought us the means to produce goods faster and do more. This shi_ brought about the 
modern world. Lastly, the implementaRon and proliferaRon of digital technology has brought us to 
where we are today. “The move from analog electronic and mechanical devices to pervasive digital 
technology dramaRcally disrupted industries, especially global communicaRons and energy. Electronics 
and informaRon technology began to automate producRon and take supply chains global” (Trailhead 
2020). 



Today’s ApplicaRons 
The applicaRon of digital technology within the rail industry is nearly ubiquitous today. Concepts that 
were historically captured manually on paper and distributed in hard copy have since been digiRzed and 
are accessed, maintained, distributed, analyzed, and synthesized via various technology touch points 
such as web and mobile applicaRons. Why pursue the applicaRon of digital technology? What is the 
goal? There are numerous benefits to these technological advances – increased producRvity, increased 
safety, enhanced security, beDer plans, and working smarter (Stagl and Sneider 2016). 

What impact does this have on the rail industry? The ability to implement digital technology and its 
advancements is changing the way work is done in all facets of the railroad business. Increased 
collaboraRon is one of the most noRceable impacts. This collaboraRon exists between teams, 
departments, railroads, vendors, and especially the public. 

Focus: Increased Safety 
Did you know that there have been over 2,000 vehicle-train collisions every year since 2012 in the United 
States? (OperaRon Lifesaver 2020) 

 
Figure 2 – Graph of vehicle-train collisions per year (OperaRon Lifesaver 2020) 

Will Miller, Public Safety Director at Norfolk Southern, presented at the ARDA ExecuRve Forum in 
February 2020 about iniRaRves underway at Norfolk Southern to improve grade crossing safety for the 
public by partnering with social mapping applicaRons such as Waze. The goal was to create a method to 
noRfy motorists when they are nearing a railroad crossing through a safety pop-up window within the 
Waze applicaRon. To make this happen, data sources and safety message content was supplied by 
Norfolk Southern to Waze for integraRon within the applicaRon. A pilot project was rolled out to select 
ciRes that are greatly impacted with Norfolk Southern’s rail network. This was deemed a success and 
efforts are now underway to rollout this soluRon to all geographic areas along Norfolk Southern’s rail 
network with support from Waze. 



 
Figure 3 – Norfolk Southern’s Grade Crossing Safety Messaging Program with Waze 

Erik Henderson at CSX, a leading supplier of rail-based freight transportaRon in North America (CSX 
2020), has been on the forefront of the applicaRon of digital technology in the rail industry throughout 
his career. 
According to an arRcle by Josh Belhadj, Esri business manager in the trucking and railroad industries, 
Henderson and his team “have created an app that uses real-Rme awareness from drones, GIS, and the 
IoT to help CSX immediately assess storm damage and speed recovery while protecRng 
workers” (Belhadj 2020). The impact of this applicaRon was immense in the recovery of the CSX rail 
network in the a_ermath of Hurricane Florence that struck North Carolina in September 2018. 



 
Figure 4 – Screenshot from “app that uses real-Rme awareness from drones, GIS, and the IoT 

to help CSX immediately assess storm damage” (Belhadj 2020) 

Focus: Working Smarter 
According to Business Insider, Rio Grande Pacific (RGP) is leveraging the “Railway Internet of Things to 
collect and analyze large amounts of data quickly” (Dell Technologies and Intel 2018). The variety of 
connected devices that comprise the Railway Internet of Things along the rail corridor allows for data 
collecRon, data storage, and data transfer to a secure data soluRon that encourages further analysis and 
decision making. Increased safety in track inspecRon and maintenance efforts, increases to on-Rme 
performance, and overall cost savings are just a few of the benefits RGP is seeing from their ability to 
embrace and implement this emerging technological concept. Greg Hackbarth, President of Rio Grande 
Technology, states that the “technology advances that we are recognizing today will be beneficial to all 
railway operators” (Dell Technologies and Intel 2018). 

 
Figure 5 – Use of technology in the field at RGP (Dell Technologies and Intel 2018) 



OmniTRAX, a transportaRon and infrastructure holding company based out of Denver, Colorado, has a 
goal “to make shipping by rail as easy as shipping by truck” (OmniTRAX, Inc. 2020). This can be done in 
part by leveraging a mulRtude of digital data sources into a collaboraRve plamorm for shippers, 
customers, and OmniTRAX personnel to facilitate “Rail Made Easy”. They boast flexibility, reliability, and 
cost savings as benefits of their company. The “Rail Made Easy” soluRon highlights the use of technology 
for solving larger, more complex problems within their rail network. 

 
Figure 6 – Map of OmniTRAX railroads (OmniTRAX, Inc. 2020) 

Future OpportuniRes 
According to Schwab, we are embarking in the Fourth RevoluRon. “It is characterized by a range of new 
technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, impacRng all disciplines, 
economies and industries, and even challenging ideas about what it means to be human” (World 
Economic Forum 2020). What does that mean for us? This new revoluRon is “fundamentally changing 
the way we live, work and relate to one another” (World Economic Forum 2020). 

The real quesRon lies in what impact will this have on the rail industry? We should be exploring the 
capabiliRes of each new technology as it develops and tesRng methods of implementaRon and 
integraRon with exisRng soluRons for the purposes of adopRng a “beDer way of doing business or 
delivering services” (Stagl and Sneider 2016). 

This does not imply that all field operaRons will be performed by robots or locomoRves to be operated 
by remote engineers in an operaRon center or even automaRcally. What this does imply is that as 
technology advances in its accessibility, ability to operate in various integraRons, and overall capabiliRes 
increase, we are on the edge of a future where each new day is monumental in how services are 
rendered and goods and data are moved across our physical and digital networks.  
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